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Consider the singular Cauchy problem for the quasi-linear equation 
u:m%, - UYY +f(x, Y, 4x, Y)) = 0, 
with initial conditions 
u(x, 0) = 0, 4% 0) = T(X), x E I, 
where m is any positive real number less than 1 and I = [a, /I] is a finite 
closed interval. 
Using a result of Ogawa (J. Math. Anal. 13 (1966), 527-535) and the 
method of successive approximations, it is shown that under mild 
smoothness conditions onf and ‘p, this problem has a unique solution in 
a neighborhood (y > 0) of I. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the singular Cauchy problem for the quasi-linear equation 
4%cz - u,, + f(& y, u) = 0, 
with the initial conditions 
u(x, 0) = 0, %(X, 0) = -p(x), x EI, (1.2) 
where m is any positive real number less than 1 and I = [01, /3] is a finite, 
closed interval. Using a result of Ogawa [l] and the method of successive 
approximations, we are able to show that under the appropriate conditions 
on f and v’, this problem has a unique solution in a neighborhood (y > 0) 
OfI. 
* A portion of this work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission. 
** Present address: Drexel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104. 
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We shall use the notation Lip(xr ,..., x,,; K(y)) to denote the class of all 
functions e which satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
I Lyx, I..., x,!; y) -~ t$vl ,..., ,?q&; y) / < K(y) (/ x1 ~-- &cl ( -/- “. - s,, -- s,, ) 
on a given region. The norm ,i . j/ shall mean the maximum modulus on a 
given region. 
To assure the hyperbolicity of (1 .I) for y :. 0, we suppose that there is a 
positive constant a such that p’(x) > a on I. The Cauchy problem is then 
singular in the sense that it is hyperbolic for y > 0, and along I, where we 
prescribe the initial conditions, the equation is parabolic. We also assume that 
9) has three continuous derivatives on I and / v ( , 1 v’ / , j v” / , 1 ~7”‘ 1< !I p 
for some constant )I ‘p jl . We choose constants A, A, and a, so that 
A, > A > p’ > a > a, > 0. Let D denote the open region bounded by the 
curves 




m+l (Y 3 01, 
(1.3) 
and the interval I. For each positive number 6, let D, be that portion of D 
for which y < 6. Letting ys be the maximum ordinate of the points of D, we 
suppose that f is twice continuously differentiable with respect to x and u on 
the region consisting of the points (x, y, U) which satisfy (x, y) ED and 
1 II 1 < A,,y. Assume moreover thatfand its first and second partial derivatives 
with respect to x and u are all bounded by liflj , andf is in Lip(y; l/flj) and 
the foregoing second derivatives are in Lip(x, u; j/f/l) for some constant 
j( fll . With these assumptions we shall prove the following existence-unique- 
ness theorem. 
THEOREM I. There exists a 8 such that on D, the singular Cauchy problem 
for (1. l), (1.2) has a unique solution which has Lipschitz continuous second 
derivatives on D, . 
2. SEQUENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
The solution u of the partial differential equation 
2m 
% %x - %I + f(x, y, v) = 0, 
with the initial conditions 
u(x, 0) = 0, %@, 0) = v(x), x EI, 
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is called u = TV. We obtain the solution u of (1 .l) as the uniform limit as 
n + co of iterations u, = Tu,-, with I+, = y(x) y. 
3. OGAWA'S RESULTS 
Let gp’(t, ?5,y), i = 1, 2; n = 1, 2 ,..., denote the characteristics of Equa- 
tion (1.1) with u replaced in f by unel and passing through the point (x, y). 
Then from [ 11, we can express u, and u,, in terms of these characteristics as 
u,(x, y) = 4 1: [d&)(0, x, t)) + &t%> x> ON dt 
+ B j:s: [f(gP)(s, x, t), s, Ufl&l”‘(S> % t), 4) 
+f(g%, x, t), s, u,-&%, x> 9, $)I ds dt 
and 
u,,(x, y) = (qym+lr f&A%, x7 YN - d&‘(O> x> YN 
+ 1: [f(gl”‘k % Y), t, %-la% x7 Y), 9 
-f(g:‘(t, x, Y), t, u,-1(&t, x, Y)> t)>l dt\l’(m+l’. (3.2) 
As in [l], choose X so that 0 < X < 1 and let 
h’,“‘(t, x, y) = (- l)i [X - gfqt, x, y)] y-+n, o<t<y, 
h!“‘(y, x, y) = 0, z i= 1,2; n = 1, 2,... . (3.3) 
Set K 12 = Fmf(m+l), n = 1,2 ,..., where 
F,(x, y) = y [qJ(x + y”+“hl”‘(O, x, y) - F(X - ym+*pp* x, Y>> 
+ JV [f(x + ym+v$)(s, x, y), s, %+1(x + Ym+hhln)(S, x3 Y), 4) 
0 
-f(x - ym+*hy(s, x, y), s, un-l(x - ym+* (n) h, (s, x,Y), 4)l ds/ - (3.4) 
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Let XL:) denote the set of vector valued functions h(ll) = (It:“‘, Izy’), 
n = 1,2 ,..., such that h(“)(t, x, y) and hF’(t, x, y) are continuous on 
[O, y] x D, and satisfy n 
[ h$t, x, y) j < Byly (3.6) 
I$’ E Lip(x; CyleA), (i = I, 2), (3.7) 
where a, , A, , B and C are positive constants. We observe that Xk’J’ is not 
void since the function h(n) = (A?‘, AT’) defined by 
hF’(t, x, y) = m ; , co~y~-yy~+l - p+q, (i = 1, 2), 
is in XL:’ for any constant C, such that a,, < C, < A,. 
Under conditions (4.1)-(4.3) Ogawa [l] has established the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a 8, > 0 such that on Dan the singular Cauchy 
problem for 
2m 
ux %x - UY2/ +m YY %L-1) = 0 
has a unique solution which has Lipschitz continuous second derivatives on 
as, 7 n = 1, 2,... . 
Ogawa [l] has further shown that the functionsg:“‘, i = 1, 2; n = 1, 2,..., 
defined in terms of the h’s by (3.3) are unique solutions on [0, y] X iJan of 
the system 
gj”‘(t, x, y) = x -i- (- l)ifl s: K,(&‘(s, x, y), s, u+,(&‘, s)) ds, 
satisfying 
(3.8) 
-& agm(yn’+l - P+l) < (- I)i [x - gi”‘(t, x, y)] 
< * J&yym+1 - tm+l), (3.9) 
/ 1 - ‘&‘(t, x, Y) I 6 BYm+l, (3. IO) 
gji) E Lip(x; Cy”+r). (3.11) 
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4. DOMAINS OF SOLUTIONS 
By a careful study of the procedures in [l] relative to the selection of 
constants a, , A, , B and C and the proofs of Lemmas l-7, it can be seen that 
the constants a, , A,, , B and C and the an’s depend only on a finite number of 
combinations of the bounds of the functions q~ and f and their derivatives and 
Lipschitz constants. Therefore, the constants in (3.5)-(3.7) can be chosen 
independent of n, and there is a positive number, call it 6*, such that 6, > S*, 
n = 1, 2,... . Thus all solutions u, have a common domain Dse . 
5. NECESSARY LEMMAS 
We shall now prove several lemmas which will be used repeatedly in the 
later discussions. All lemmas of this section are for y sufficiently small, and 
the big 0 notation is used only where the bound is independent of n. 
LEMMA 1. For n = 1,2 ,..., 
(9 % = O(y); 
(ii) u,, = O(y); 
(iii) u,,, = O(y). 
PROOF. These follow immediately by using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.10). 
LEMMA 2. For n = 1, 2 ,..., 
(i> ur+‘ym+’ < F, < Ar+‘ym+’ 
(ii) WA ax = O(ym+l). 
PROOF. These follow easily from (3.4)-(3.6) and Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. For n = I,2 ,..., 
(i) gj”+l’ - gl”) = O(Y) II “~+1h! - Gc II; 
(ii) F,+, --F~=~~~)Il~,--u,-,ll+~(1)Ilg~~-g~~II. 
PROOF. These are simple consequences of the integral form of gy’, 
g’i”‘(t, x, y) = x + (- l)i+l s: uZ(g’i”‘, s) ds, 
(3.4), and the previous lemmas. 
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LEMMA 4. For n = 1, 2 ,..., 
(i) g!n+l) 
(ii) 'Fn+* 
- gl") = O(y) 11 u, - 'In-1 II; 
-F,, = O(y) /j u, - un-l 1:. 
PROOF. These are easily verified by making use of the previous lemmas and 
the relationship between unz and F, . 
In the remaining lemmas of this section, we assume /) v’ /l/a,, is near 1 and 
m < 1. 
LEMMA 5. For n = 1, 2,..., 
(i) %I+1 - h2 = W2)I/% - *n-111; 
(ii) uh+lh - unx = W-"1 II un - un-1 II . 
PROOF. These follow immediately from (3.1), the previous lemmas, and 
the relationship between u,, and F, . 
LEMMA 6. For n = 1,2,..., 
W?l+J 0) ax - v = O(y) /I u, - %-1 II + O(l) II g!;+l) - girl’ II 
(ii) gl:+ti 34;' = O(Y)II% - %-,I/ + O(Y)II%m - %L-lhll . 
PROOF. These follow from the previous lemmas by using the differen- 
tiated form of F, , the derivative of the integrated form of gin) with u,,, 
replaced by F, in the integrand, and (3.11). 
LEMMA 7. For n = 1,2 ,..., 
(rt ;
Uh+1hr - %xX = O(Y) II % - %-I II + O(Y) II %z - *h-1)2 II 
Uh+1)?/ - %J = O(Y)ll% - %I-111 * 
(iii) Ub2+1h - %4x = O(Y) II % - G-1 II + O(Y) /I%, - vn-lhll 
6. UNIFORM CONVERGENCE 
Under the conditions (I q~’ /l/a,, near 1 and m < 1, Lemmas 5 and 7 imply 
{u,}, {une}, and {Us,} converge uniformly to u and the respective derivatives of 
u, and u is a solution of (1.1) with initial conditions (1.2) on a subregion of 
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D,, . Similarly, Lemma 7 implies {Us,,} and {unrz} converge to u,, and uyz , 
respectively, on a subregion of D,, . Using these results and the equation 
2m %,Un,x - %v +f(x, Y, %l) = 0, 
we get that unllv converges to uV2/ on a subregion of D,, . 
Theorem 2 and the above results give the desired Lipschitz conditions. 
8. SOLUTION OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
The uniqueness of solution of Theorem 1 follows from a paper by the 
author [2]. The restriction (1 p’ II/ u,, near 1 can be removed by breaking 
I = [ar, /3] into a finite number of overlapping closed intervals Ii = [ai , /I,], 
(i = 1, 2,..., n; 0~~ = 01 and 8, = /3), on each of which this condition is 
satisfied. Applying the results of the previous section, noting that all sub- 
regions of that section depend on only a finite number of conditions on y, 
and applying the above mentioned uniqueness of solution to each subinterval, 
there exists a solution ui of the problem with domain Da , where D,, is the 1 t 





x=&- ---& A,“ym+l. 
The function tl(x, y) given by 
where 
is then the desired solution on D, . 
It should be noted that we are unable to extend this result to the equation 
4m%, - %I, t-f&, y, u, %! , u,) = 0 
because Ogawa’s solution was not sufficiently differentiable. 
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